Smart’s
little book
of reviews
Here are just a few of over 1,000 5-star reviews
that Smart Currency Exchange has received on
Trustpilot and directly from clients. If you’re looking
for a reliable currency specialist, think Smart.

The Smart story
Since 2004, Smart Currency Exchange has transferred more
than £5 billion into dozens of different currencies. We have
helped thousands of clients to fulfil their dream of buying a
home abroad, moving abroad or doing business abroad.
And we have gained a lot of friends along the way!

Over 1,000 satisfied clients have taken the time to
write about our service on the review site Trustpilot.
They do so without payment or favour of any kind,
simply to tell other people about a great service
that they have appreciated.
Charles Purdy and the team at Smart, in our offices in London,
Spain and Portugal, cannot begin to say how grateful we are
to our reviewers. To date we have 1,142 reviews of 4 and 5 stars
and only 7 reviews of 3 stars or below. With Trustpilot, Smart
are unable to remove or edit any genuine review. These are the
honest, unedited words of our clients.

98 %
Trustpilot confirms that 98%
of all reviews left for Smart
are 5 star (‘Excellent’), and
2% are 4 star (‘Great’).
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5 billion
Since 2004 Smart Currency
Exchange has transferred
more than £5 billion globally
on behalf of our clients.

For your property purchase
If you are planning on buying a property abroad,
Smart Currency Exchange are the specialists.

Janet Pendlebury

‘Embarking on a house purchase in Spain
was really nerve wracking. We had no idea
how to transfer money from the UK to Spain
easily. Jack, my personal trader, responded
to my (quite possibly) inane questions with
tremendous patience and talked me through
every step of the way.’
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Ian Godwin

‘I researched Smart Currency Exchange
very carefully before deciding to transfer
£525k for a house purchase in France. I dealt
with Barney Cotton who was understanding
of my lack of trust but reassured me totally.
I don’t have any concerns about using these
guys, I found them totally trustworthy. Have
recommended to a friend who found the
same. 5 stars all the way.’

David Copley

‘I was recommended to SCE by my solicitor
and they have made purchasing a property
in France so easy. Tom O’Hare dealt with our
account in a most professional manner and
helped us through what could have been a
difficult period. Would highly recommend.’
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Your own personal trader
On opening an account you will be assigned your own named
trader. He or she will be with you every step of the way.

Keith White

‘It’s great to have one person as point of
contact who understands the process you are
going through and helps make the financial
transactions very easy.’

Sarah Cullen

‘I was able to ask for a call at a specific time
to discuss and cost the transfer. My trader
was organised and knowledgeable and made
me feel very comfortable with the entire
transaction.’
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Making complicated simple
Currency transactions for property may seem complex,
daunting even. But Smart make thousands of such payments
every year and you can have total confidence.

Mr Owen

‘Extraordinary service over the past few
months. In a complicated transaction, you
have been the stand-out service provider,
and we couldn’t have been more pleased with
the help and guidance you have given us.’
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Philip Howell

‘Moving all our savings to an account abroad
was an unprecedented experience for us, but
the guys at Smart Currency Exchange handled
everything so professionally and kept us in the
loop every step of the way.’

Jonathan Hill

‘I had a complicated funds transfer moving
back to the UK after many years overseas.
It involved third party accounts and tight
deadlines. Smart Currency Exchange made
the whole thing easy. Very, very highly
recommended for currency exchange issues.’
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Regular and one-off payments
Whatever you need to transfer funds to pay for, Smart’s
service is fast and efficient. We offer spot contracts for
immediate payments and regular payment plans.

RAS

‘Excellent service – The whole process from
start to finish. All was explained in clear and
understandable terms and followed up with
emails. Very impressed with this excellent
service and would recommend if you wish
to transfer funds abroad either as a one off
or on a regular basis.’

1st
For ‘Money transfer services’
Smart is ranked 1st out of 41 companies
on Trustpilot. (September 2019)
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Peter Scott

‘Brilliant service! We needed to move some
money to France to help my son to buy a
restaurant at auction. He recommended Smart
Currency Exchange and within 24 hours had
the funds in his name. It was easy to use their
website to move the money and we were
re-assured with the sensible security checks.
Happy to recommend.’
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Forward contracts
Smart’s aim is to remove currency risk from your property
purchase or transfer overseas. We can do that with a
forward contract that sets today’s rate for the year ahead.

Ginny Waterworth

‘Very good advice on fixing the exchange
rate early to avoid the inevitable fluctuations
in GB pounds to Euro during ‘Brexit’. Always at
the end of a phone and emails were responded
to very quickly - very impressed! Thank you.’

2nd
For ‘Currency exchange services’
Smart is ranked 2nd out of 37 companies
on Trustpilot. (September 2019)
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Smart online
Much as we value the personal approach and are available
on the telephone, when you just want to use the website to
transfer funds, you can trust us here too.

Lynn

‘Wonderful service made better by the new online
service. I’ve used Smart Currency Exchange for
the past eighteen months. Contacting them by
phone has always been excellent but, now I have
registered with their new online Service and
24hrs later completed my first online transfer.
Very easy to do. Thank you guys.

Peter Scott

‘It was easy to use the website to move the
money and we were reassured with the sensible
security checks. Happy to recommend.’
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Smart on the road
You can meet Smart Currency Exchange at property
events throughout the UK, including Your Overseas Home
and The Luxury Property Show. Here is what some of our
clients told us about the events.

‘I felt the day was very informative. The staff
was very helpful and I got clarity on questions
that you would take for granted. Thank you
all very much.’
Johnson Spencer

‘The seminar provided me the information
I need to move forward with purchasing a
property in Spain. I made some great face
to face contacts and I look forward to the
next step.’
Ivelisse Rivera
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‘Friendly, well organised show, speaking
to people who actually live and work in
the area’s of interest. Covered the full
process of buying from start to finish.
Thanks.’
Stephen Jones
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Smart for business
Smart Currency Business helps companies manage currency
risk when doing business abroad. It’s one of the FT1000:
Europe’s Fastest Growing Companies. Reach them at
smartcurrencybusiness.com.

‘The team at Smart were able to provide
advice and solutions that were aligned to
our business needs. They were more attentive
than other institutions we have used in the
past. We have not looked back.’
Jai Madhvani, Finance Director at the Collective

‘We have had a few recent deals that have
worked out really well for us and the fact is,
if we went and spoke to more traditional
banks, we just would not get the same level
of understanding as we do with Smart.
Chris Joyce, MD, Offshore Stainless Supplies
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Praise for the Smart team
We’re proud of our team at Smart and encourage them
to always go the extra mile for our clients. Here are some
of the comments about them on Trustpilot.

Ash Unalkat

‘I have dealt with Ash Unalkat
on several occasions to trade
AUD to Euros. He has always
been prompt and friendly
and very honest, always
respecting my requirements
and never ‘pushy’ to make a
trade. I have no hesitation in
giving Ash a 5 Star rating.’
Ann W
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‘Excellent service - The whole
process from start to finish
from my first contact with Sarah
Monaghan. All was explained in
clear and understandable terms
and followed up with emails.’
Sarah Monaghan

RAS

Jack Wiggs

‘Helpful, clear and prompt.
I found Jack Wiggs to be
helpful with providing advice,
clear in his explanations, and
prompt in responding to my
queries and requests. I would
not hesitate to use them again
for future business.’
Lisa Zazzera
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‘Brilliant friendly service
always. Dealt with James
Wagstaff. Superlative service
from start to finish.’
Maria Patterson
James Wagstaff

Barney Cotton

‘What a fantastic service!
We had a one-off opportunity
to close an urgent purchase
deal in France. This required a
large sum to be moved quickly.
Without a doubt, the support,
professionalism & expertise of
Mr. Barney Cotton and the Team
at Smart Currency Exchange
made it happen! Thanks again
and best wishes..’
Jim
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Mr Jackson

‘Cream of the crop’ – I have previously used
three different FX brokers, SCE is my first
choice. I would 100% recommend SCE over
the competition. Why? They did exactly
what they said they would do. SCE may not
have the fanciest of apps or the plushest
of brochures, but they have invested in the
right people. The team were first class.’

9.9
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Smart Currency Exchange’s
overall TrustScore on
Trustpilot is 9.9 out of 10.

Peter Egan

‘Smart Currency Exchange handled my
transaction impeccably. It was my first time
transferring a large amount into another
currency and I was very nervous about
transferring funds through a company other
than a high street bank, but I could not believe
the very poor rates I was being offered, even
with special ‘currency accounts’ by my own
bank. I looked around and did my research
into Smart Currency Exchange, but I was still
nervous handing over my money into their care.
I should not have worried. They were excellent,
even in relatively complex transactions, and all
of my money was transferred in a very timely
manner, all managed very professionally. When
you are dealing with large amounts of money,
trust is very important. I would certainly trust
Smart Currency Exchange.’
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At Smart we like to keep things
simple. And that includes how
we find new clients. No fancy
advertising, just the fairest rates
and the very best service.

Charles Purdy, CEO

But we do have a favour to ask.
If you find our service as good as
the clients within these pages,
and the other 1,000+ 5-star
reviewers on Trustpilot, please
pass that knowledge on!
You can rely on us, and we’re
relying on you.
Charles Purdy. Founder and CEO,
Smart Currency Exchange.

Call us on +44 (0)20 3733 1390
You can also email us at info@smartcurrencyexchange.com
or visit our website at smartcurrencyexchange.com

Smart Currency Exchange Limited
26-28 Hammersmith Grove
London, W6 7BA

